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the month. On arrival and departure they were
accorded a salute of eleven, twelve, or fifteen guns
according to their status—following a strict order
of precedence laid down by the Home Government
which, according to a prince's powers or conduct,
settles the number of guns to which he is entitled.
Meanwhile, the Maharaja and several of the
princes staying at the palace had admitted us into
their intimacy ; every day we drove out for a deer-
shoot with the Maharaja of Jhalawar or Panna, or
the Maraj Kumar of Bikaner, or all three together.
Our quarry was the antelope abounding in the
Patiala game-preserves. Everywhere the forest is
ribboned by tracks as trim and tidy as park-
avenues. Sometimes, too, we joined in large-scale
shoots. On elephant-back, in single file, we made
our way through plains covered by low jungle and
tall grass, followed by a string of shaggy camels to
carry back the day's " bag." As we drove home
through the gathering darkness one of our party
played a spot-light on the fields beside the road, and
we had pot-shots at the wild pig and deer that
flashed across the flail of light. Late as usual, we
raced back to Patiala ; in the distance the old town,
illuminated everywhere with tiny oil lamps, looked
like a gutted city with the smoke still rising from its
smouldering walls.
It was the Maharaja's whim that all the sovereigns
he was entertaining should treat his palace as theirs,
inviting friends to meals there as if they were at
home. So it was that when our host did not invite
us on his own initiative one or other of the princes
would ask us to lunch or to dine with him at the
Palace, taking it in turns to give the daily invitation.
Meeting them constantly and spending almost all
the day in their company, we came to know them

